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ABOUT

Patrick Geddes
From when he first began working in the
investment industry, Geddes was fascinated by the
concepts, but then observed with frustration how
skewed investing has become in favor of the
investment industry rather than consumers. He saw
from an insider’s perspective how much the
industry pushes investments that serve their own
interests rather than those of the clients they claim
to serve. After working as the Research Director and
CFO at Morningstar, the financial research and data
firm, and teaching graduate-level portfolio theory at
UC Berkeley Extension, he left those roles to create
a consumer-first, honesty-based company. Geddes
co-founded Aperio Group, a $42 billion investment
management firm.
After serving at Aperio for more than 20 years as Chief Investment Officer and then the firm’s only
CEO, Patrick left that role in 2021 to enjoy retirement and work on a longtime goal—penning his
forthcoming book, Transparent Investing: How to Play the Stock Market without Getting Played (A DataProven, Simple Investing Strategy). In it, he teaches consumers how to rewire their brain, unlearn what
they know about investing and become skilled when interacting with the investment industry, all to
create a brighter financial future for themselves.
Patrick’s work and expertise has been featured in the The New York Times, The Chicago Tribune, The
San Francisco Chronicle, Money Magazine, The Journal of Investment Management, and Financial Analysts
Journal, among others. To learn more about Patrick and the Transparent Investing philosophy, visit
https://patrickgeddes.co.
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ABOUT THE BOOK

Transparent Investing
How to Play the Stock Market without Getting Played
(A Data-Proven, Simple Investing Strategy)
The investment industry wants you to believe in stock
market wizards who can predict the future and make a
killing for you. But there’s a simpler way to invest using
indexing that offers better returns and less stress—no
crystal ball needed.
We all know from experience that rational thoughts
often lose out to primal cravings: if someone handed
you a plate of chocolate cake and a plate of broccoli
right now, which would you instinctively reach for?
When investing, you face this same tension between the part of your brain that longs for the
sweet, satisfying allure of beating the market versus the rational and wise part that chooses the
boring solution offering better results. You also face an uphill battle against an industry that
makes more money selling you the finance equivalent of chocolate cake.
This is the truth the investment industry doesn’t want you to know: a low-cost passive portfolio
not only earns you higher returns on average than active investing (the kind that makes them the
most money) but is also shockingly simple to build and manage.
Transparent Investing will help you achieve your financial goals and become a more empowered
and confident consumer. No matter your level of wealth or experience, this plain-English, nononsense guide gives you the knowledge you need to:
Keep your brain from becoming hazardous to your wealth
Decide whether you should hire a trustworthy advisor or DIY
Spot the hidden fees that enrich advisors but drag down returns
Create a simple, tax-efficient portfolio without fear
Plan for a worry-free retirement and get rich carefully
Smart investing doesn’t have to be intimidating or as complicated as the faux wizards behind the
curtain want you to believe. With Transparent Investing, you’ll learn how the game works and how
to achieve your investment goals with far less study, time, and anxiety than you might think.
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INTERVIEW TOPICS

Patrick is an expert voice on
How the Investing World Actually Works

5 Questions You Should Ask When Hiring an

(Brace Yourself—You Might Not Like It)

Investments Professional

What the Investing Sharks Hope You Never

Why You Shouldn't Be as Intimidated by

Figure Out

Investing as You Think

3 Signs You’re Qualified for DIY Investing

Why Women Are Better Investors Than Men

How Your Brain Is Hazardous to Your
Wealth

SUGGESTED INTERVIEW QUESTIONS FOR PATRICK

PATRICK IS KNOWN FOR SAYING
The investing world is selling you cake, trying to tell you it’s good for you. I’m selling you
something really dull and boring, like broccoli. It’s not as immediately gratifying, but it’ll help
you live better and longer.
The crystal ball thing is crap; investors and financial advisors are terrible wizards at predicting
anything in the market because prediction is impossible.
Most investors are lying about their motivation; they want to take your money and get rich in
the process. They don’t care about getting you to a better financial situation.
People still need the investing industry — they just need to know how to interact with it well and
protect themselves in the process.
Other investors are promising riches, I’m offering relief and reality.
Most people don’t want simplicity because they think simplicity means a lower return on their
investment. It’s just not true. Buy the index funds and then go garden.

PATRICK GEDDES

Suggested Interview Questions
1. You spent your entire career in investing and now that you’re retired, you still have a
foot in that world. What first drew you to this industry and what kept you in it?
2. Your book, Transparent Investing, is essentially pulling back the curtain on the
investment industry. Why was it so important to you to get this message out?
3. How do you hope consumers will respond after reading your book?
4. What’s the biggest myth that investment professionals are peddling to consumers?
5. What would change about the investment industry if consumers had a chance to look
behind the curtain?
6. What’s the number one mistake that you see new investors make?
7. You talk about the gamification of the investment world a lot. What does that mean
and why is it potentially harmful?
8. How can consumers quickly determine whether they should be DIYing investing or
hiring an advisor?
9. Do good investment professionals exist? If so, how do consumers find them? And are
there still inherent biases that consumers need to be on the lookout for?
10. What should consumers be asking when they’re looking for an investment advisor to
trust with their money?
11. You’re also known for saying that our brains can sabotage our wealth. What role are
our brains really playing when it comes to how we interact with our investments?
12. Is it possible to rewire our brains to help not hurt our wealth?
13. What is greenwashing in the investment world? What do consumers who want impact
investing or ESG need to keep in mind when interacting with investment advisors?
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14. What does it look like to interact with investing in a morally, ethically and socially
conscious way?
15. How does your advice differ from what other investment professionals are selling to
the public?
16. Where can individuals learn more about you and Transparent Investing?
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